High-accuracy solution of three-dimensional problems of structural analysis is normally required in some pre-known domains (regions of structure with the risk of significant stresses that could potentially lead to the destruction, regions subjected to specific operational requirements). This paper is devoted to wavelet-based numerical method of local analysis of three-dimensional structures. Initial discrete operational and variational formulation of the considering problem and corresponding formulations with the use of discrete Haar basis are presented. Due to special algorithms of averaging within multigrid approach, correct reduction of the problem is presented.
Formulation of the Problem
Effective qualitative multilevel analysis of local and global stress-strain states of the three-dimensional structure is normally required in various technical problems [1] . Modern stage of development in structural mechanics is connected with the widespread use of numerical methods. Considering problems of analysis, normally leads to rather complex three-dimensional systems of equations, and only numerical solutions of these systems can be obtained.
Corresponding number of degrees of freedom can exceed several millions (for instance for the coupled problems of fluid-structure interaction, foundation-structure interaction, analysis of high-rise and unique buildings, long-span bridges etc.).Static structural analysis with the use of finite element method (FEM) [2, 3, 4, 5] requires solution of systems of linear algebraic equations with immense number of unknowns [6, 7] . Generally this is the most timeconsuming stage of the computing [8, 9] , especially if we take into account the limitation in power of the contemporary software and in performance of personal computers or even advanced supercomputers and necessity to obtain correct and accurate solution in a reasonable time. However, practically in many cases it is impossible or unreasonable to obtain such solution for the entire structure and due to structural or loading conditions the location and approximate dimensions of critical and most vital for designers regions of the structure can be determined. The stress-strain state in these regions is of paramount importance from the standpoint of analysis and design, and may lead to structural failure or cause impairment in structural performance [10] .
The distinctive paper is devoted to correct multilevel wavelet-based numerical method of three-dimensional local structural analysis, which can be applied for all types of structures. This method allows reducing the size of the problem and obtaining accurate results in selected regions simultaneously. It is rather efficient approach for evaluation of local phenomenon such as stress concentration or concentrated force or even stress in special member, in unique or complex buildings and structures. Furthermore, the proposed method allows qualitative and quantitative assessments of the degree of localization of various kinds of design factors and evaluation of the effect of each degree of freedom on behavior of the structure.
It should be noted that wavelet analysis has become one of the most effective and rather popular contemporary sources for this kind of research in the recent years. Generally it is a powerful computational-analytical tool for the ecomposition and multilevel mathematical modeling of functions, which has extraordinary characteristics and combines advantages of functional analysis, Fourier transform, spline analysis, harmonic analysis and numerical analysis as well [11] [12] [13] [14] and can be successfully employed for the goal considering in this paper.
In accordance with the method of extended domain, proposed by Prof. Alexander B. Zolotov [15, 16, 17, 18] , the given domain , occupied by considering structure, is embordered by extended one of arbitrary shape, particularly elementary (for instance, parallelepiped, cylinder and others). Operational formulation of the problem in the extended domain normally has the form
where L is the operator of boundary problem, which takes into account the boundary conditions; u is the unknown function; F is the given right-side function.
Corresponding variational formulation has the form (solution of (1) is the critical point of functional)
where symbol ) , ( g f denotes dot product of function f and function g . Discrete formulation of the problem has the form:
where
u is the unknown mesh function;
f is the given right-side mesh function; gl n is dimension of problem.
Various methods can be used to form the matrix of the discrete operator. We recommend method of basis (local) variations, proposed by Prof. Alexander B. Zolotov [5] . Its major peculiarities include universality and computer orientation. We can use the following formulas for linear problems: 
Direct and Inverse Discrete Haar Transforms
Let us consider the three-dimensional rectangular region
Haar mesh functions ) , , ( 
; 1 , , 0 , , , 0 [19, 20] at level p , 
; Q is the matrix of Haar functions written in columns; v is the corresponding vector of Haar expansion coefficients of function f . Thus we have ( E is identity matrix)
Haar-based Formulation of the Problem
Let us consider Haar-based formulation of the problem. After change of basis we will get (18) and finally
solution we can reduce the number of unknowns without significant loss of accuracy or with a small error in local solutions.
Algorithm of averaging in three-dimensional case is described below. Let us assume that it is necessary to make averaging at some level number q . (   1  2  3  1  2  ,  1  2  ,  1  2  2  1  2  ,  1  2  ,  1  2  2   1  2  3  1  1  2  2  3 
Conclusions
Results of verification [16, 17] show an efficiency of the proposing method for localization and reducing the size of the problem. By comparing between conventional FEM and multilevel wavelet-based numerical method of local structural analysis, it is clear that the localization of the problem provides good results for selected regions even in high level of reduction in wavelet coefficients. This localization can be imposed to any desired point (region) in the structure and, by choosing an optimum reduction matrix, high accuracy solution of the problem with an acceptable reduced size can be obtained. However results of such local analysis may be unacceptable in the other (unselected) regions. The effect of reduction on results, out of the selected (desired) area, depends on behaviour of fundamental function of corresponding differential operator of boundary problem.
